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The Jelly Blobbers
By: Samantha H.
On the day of, 4/25/22, at 9:42 am my science class had walked through the school nature
trail and then walked into the woods to find the vernal pool in question.
The Vernal pool had been created in a slope
in the ground that helped make up the pool. The
water was quite shallow and there were no fish or
large species so it's the perfect place for frogs,
salamanders, and even catisflys. Looking into the
pool more we had discovered wood frog eggs in
huge clumps and masses.
We had identified the eggs as frog eggs
mainly because the frog eggs have more of a stuck
together jelly ball shaped look. Rather than a extra
jelly shield around them unlike salamanders. One
thing that specifically stook out to me is that the
frog eggs have a green tint to them which actually
comes from the algae in the water and this
normally happens when they are close to hatch and
they begin losing their shape right before
according to my research.
So what next? Well…Frog eggs have an appealing complicated look that gives them
unique qualities, which is pretty amazing considering one little frog can hatch huge sacks that
then, create abnormal amounts of clones of itself.
Talking about the eggs… How long until they're
hatched? The eggs would shortly hatch in about
3-25 days. Depending on the eggs there can be
between 500-2,000 single frogs which is very
large but only 1 in 50 frogs tend to survive due to
problems or issues in a way that could cause harm
to them. Which only leaves a few frogs left to
survive and live their life.
In conclusion, vernal pool species (frog
eggs specifically) are interesting different
creatures to study and observe. They have many
qualities to them like no other and it's far more
interesting how they can live in water at the
beginning of their lives but then adapt to living on land. So what more could be studied? Help &
study to figure it out!
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